
- ALBUM GUIDE -



In this guide you will find all the information you
need about wedding photo albums! 
 
The albums come in 4 different covers: Velvet,
Suede, Leather and Natural Linen. All albums are
printed on Fuji Crystal Archive DPII Silk paper. In this
guide you will find more information on these
covers and the amazing colour options.

The pages are thick and luxurious and allow spreads
to lay flat so none of your guests disappear down
the spine of the album!  

My base album is £390 for a 10 spread (20 page)
10x10" album. Prices vary depending on size, cover
options, and number of pages.  



Cover options



Velvet

9 Soft, Luxurious Rounded corners Customizable engraving
Colour versions 
to choose from

Slightly shiny fabric, that makes the album 
impossible to put down Beautifully finished rounded corners Engraving of the cover with 

a Futura font or your own design



Velvet Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, own design, our design )

SV21

SV27

SV22 SV23 SV25SV24 SV26

SV29SV28

Soft, luxurious, slightly shiny fabric 
that makes the album impossible to put down. 





Faux Suede

18 Soft, smooth, delicate Square corners Customizable engraving
Colour versions 
to choose from

Kind of like a faux suede, but better –
amazing to touch

Beautifully finished 
square corners

Engraving of the cover with 
a choice of fonts or your own design



Faux suede
Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, own design, our design )
foil embossing ( text, our design ) - gold, silver, rose gold, copper

DS21 DS22 DS24 DS25 DS26 DS27 DS28

DS29

DS23

DS30 DS31 DS32 DS33 DS34 DS35 DS36

DS37 DS38

Faux suede, but better. 
Soft, smooth, delicate and amazing to touch. 





Leather

9 80% Natural Leather Rounded corners Customizable engraving

Colour versions 
to choose from

In timeless, ‘vintage’ and exclusive form.
Incredible to touch, with slightly aged look

and grain effect

Beautifully finished 
rounded corners

Engraving of the cover with 
a choice of fonts or your own design



Leather Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, your design, our design )

CL1

CL9

CL3 CL4 CL7CL5 CL8

CL11CL10

80% natural leather in timeless, ‘vintage’ and exclusive form. 
Incredible to touch, with slightly aged look and grain effect.





Natural Linen 

9 High Quality Durable Linen Squared corners Customizable embossing

Colour versions 
to choose from

Natural, carefully selected. As one of the
world’s oldest textiles, you can call it 

a classic. 
Beautifully finished squared corners

Embossing of the cover with a Futura font
or one of our designs in gold, silver, rose

gold or copper colour



Naural Linen Personalisation: 
foil embossing ( text, our design ) - gold, silver, rose gold, copper

CN1

CN7

CN2 CN3 CN5CN4 CN6

CN9CN8

Natural, carefully selected, high quality 
durable linen. As one of the world’s oldest textiles, you can call it a classic. 





Album Sizes

30x30cm
(12x12in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)25x25cm

(10x10in)

15x15cm
(6x6in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

38x25cm
(14x10in)

Minimum number of spreads / pages - 10 / 20
Maximum number of spreads / pages - 50 / 100

Starting at £415

Starting at £390

Starting at £310

Starting at £275

Starting at £390 Starting at £440



Bundles

30x30cm
(12x12in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

25x25cm
(10x10in) 15x15cm

(6x6in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

38x25cm
(15x10in)

25x25cm
(10x10in)

15x15cm
(6x6in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

30x30cm
(12x12in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

Large Square - one 30x30, two 25x25 albums
Medium Square - one 25x25, two 20x20 albums
Regular Square - one 20x20, two 15x15 albums
Large Rectangular - one 38x25, two 30x20 albums Starting at £750

Starting at £650

Starting at £525

Starting at £775



Personalisation methods

Laser engraving
Covers: Velvet, Suede, Leather 
Method: text, choice of fonts or personal design

Foil embossing
Covers: Suede, Natural linen 
Color: Gold, Silver, Rose Gold, Copper
Method: text ( futura font )



Pop me a message to discuss ordering
your wedding album! 


